Date: 2019

2-Day Qingjing & Hehuan Mountain Tour
(Stay at Qingjing)
Qingjing Farm, widely known as the Alps of Taiwan, is a place where "elevates" you away from the
busy city life. Surround yourself by fresh and crisp air, lush forests, and flocks of sheep on the
grasslands, and enjoy a night in tranquil Qingjing under the starry sky. When the sun breaks
through the clouds, put on your shoes and get on the roof of the island!
Price
Departure Day: Thursday only
Adult: NT$ 6,900
Tour Code: 2B
Duration: 2 Days & 1 Night Tour
Child: NT$ 5,500
Pick-up: AM 08:00~08:30
Single room supplement: NT$ 1,600
Tour stops: (B) = Breakfast
Hotel or similar
Day 1:
Ming Ging Farm, Nantou
Taipei－Qingjing
Taipei－Qingjing Farm－Green Green Grassland
Day 2:
X
Qingjing－Hehuan Mountain－Taipei (B)
Qingjing－Wuling－Shihmen Mountain Walking Tour in
Hehuan Mountain (Hehuanshan)－Enbus for Taipei

Day 01
Depart from Taipei in the morning. Today we are heading to Qingjing, a mountain village situated at an altitude of 1,748
meters above sea level in central Taiwan, also widely known as the Alps of Taiwan.
The farm was established in 1961 by the Veterans Affairs Council, as place to settle down the demobilized soldiers and
their dependents who retreated from the armed forces in the southwestern border of China.
Green Green Grassland is the most popular attraction in the farm, a green field pasture that grazes sheep and cattle,
where people may interact up-close with the sheep.
Here you may also watch a horse show in the ranch, enjoy an amazing performance by riders from Kazakhstan with the
horses, including horseback archery. (schedule is subject to change)
Tonight we will have a comfortable stay in a B&B, enjoy the peace and quiet in a place that is close to the sky.
Day 02
After a good night sleep, this morning we will have a tour to Hehuanshan Forest Recreation Area. The peaks lie on the
boundaries of Nantou County and Hualien County, with a narrow and winding paved road(Provincial Highway 8) along
the mountain ridge, that connects the west coast to the east coast.
This area is also a popular hot spot for climbers, botanists and geologists from overseas, to experience the amazing
change of the natural environment from the low-elevation to the top.
We will first stop by Wuling, the highest point of Taiwan’s Highway System located at an altitude of 3,275 meters above
sea level, where you can have a splendid view of the mountain landscapes.
Then we will take a short drive to Mt. Shimen Trail, the easiest hike out of the high altitude Hehuanshan range. From
the mountain trail, it only takes about half an hour to reach the peak, the rooftop of this island. Take a deep breath,
admire the magnificent creation of the Mother Earth.
After that, we will drive back to Taipei and complete this tour with unforgettable memories.









Qingjing Farm: Qingjing Farm offers exquisite scenes all four seasons of the year, each with its own unique
interest, and just by following your steps you can enjoy them all: Mountain Reflection in Green Lake, 487-Steps
Trail, Clouds Covering the Mountain, Green Green Grasslands, Fragrance of Fruit Orchards, Sincere Heart Makes
Wishes Come True. Here you can fully savor the sweet tranquility of the high-mountain countryside.
Green Green Grassland: Known as a “Foggy Eden” far away from the city area in the mountains, Qingjing Farm
is great for those who enjoy fresh air, lush forests, acre of flowers along the plains and hillside, and beautiful starry
nights. Located in the northern section of Qingjing Farm is Green Green Grassland, which is an open pasture
ground for livestock such as sheep and cows to roam and graze freely. Visitors are able to see the animals up
close and interact with them.
Wuling: Located within Hehuanshan National Forest Area, Hehuan Wuling with an altitude of 3,275 meters is the
highest point in the Taiwanese highway system.
Hehuanshan: Hehuanshan is a 3,416-metre-high (11,207 ft) mountain in Central Taiwan. The peak lies on the
boundaries of Nantou and Hualien counties and is within the Taroko Gorge National Park. Hehuanshan is a
popular destination for the local people of central Taiwan. The 3,421-metre East Peak and 3,422-metre North
Peak of Hehuanshan are actually both higher than the main peak.It is snowing in march every year only in that
month
The Hehuanshan Road leads up from Puli in central Nantou past Wushe (Ren-ai) and Chingjing Farm up to
Wuling. Wuling, at 3,275 metres above sea level, is the highest automobile pass in Taiwan.
Shihmen Mountain: Mt. Shimen is the easiest hike out of the high altitude Hehuan mountain range. Though it
rises 3,237 m above sea level, Mt. Shimen Trail is constructed out of planks and stone steps, and ascending
mostly parallel to the highway. From the trail entrance it takes only about half an hour to reach the peak.
Doubleback, the same path is taken to descend.
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